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Abstract. Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are widely used for target tracking. For different 
tracking tasks, appropriate tracking methods should be deployed properly with WSNs according to 
various task environment and requirements. In this work, ontology based reasoning rules for target 
tracking are proposed. Unlike the traditional logical operator based reasoning rules, rules with the aid 
of ontology and behavior tree are constructed, which have formulated the complex reasoning of the 
target tracking. Through the example of application of WSNs on high-mobility air target tracking, 
feasibility of the proposed method has been proved. 
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1.  Introduction 

Along with the development of semantic network and artificial intelligence, WSNs based target 
tracking technique has been drawing more and more attention [1]-[3]. However, since the data 
process of each node in WSNs needs to be highly automatic and intelligent, the single type of target 
tracking algorithm for WSNs may not be able to meet the various task requirements. For example, the 
traditional Kalman filter method could accurately track target that in the uniform rectilinear motion 
[4]. However, it suffers poor performance when the target had large maneuver. Moreover, the particle 
filter algorithm has high accuracy in tracking target with large maneuver [5]. However, the algorithm 
has high computation complexity and high energy consumption, so that it may not be suitable for 
sensor nodes [6]. Therefore, it is necessary for WSNs to be able to process the data intelligently 
according to the task situation. Reasoning ruling is one of possible approach to the problem. However, 
traditional reasoning rules are usually on the basic of logical operation, which may not be sufficient 
for a node to deal with the complex situation of task [7]-[9]. 

To address these issues, a set of reasoning rules based on ontology and behavior tree is proposed, to 
make the node choose the appropriate algorithm intelligently according to different task situations. In 
this method, the ontology of task is constructed, node and target tracking method, which enabled each 
node in WSNs gaining the knowledge of task situation, task environment, target motion 
characteristics and the other factors that have influence on the target tracking algorithm. And based on 
the built ontology, the behavior tree is utilized to establish the reasoning rules. According to these 
rules, the node in WSNs can automatically select suitable tracking algorithms to achieve the accuracy 
of target tracking 

In the following sections, the ontology constructed will be firstly demonstrated to show the task, 
target, node and related algorithm. Then the mechanism of the reasoning rules of target tracking will 
be explained. In the last section, an example of reasoning of air target tracking is given to show the 
feasibility of proposed method. 

2. Construction of Reasoning Rules of Target Tracking in WSNs 

2.1 Construction of Ontology for Reasoning 
To formulate the reasoning of target tracking algorithm, we construct the condition ontology and 

result ontology, which respectively represent the known information and results of the reasoning. A 
modified Methontology method is employed to construct the above mentioned ontologies. And the 
work flow of our method is shown in Fig.1. It is can be seen that our method consists of two stages, 
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the result ontology construction stage and the condition ontology construction stage. In the first stage, 
the result ontology, namely the ontology of target tracking algorithm, is constructed by use of a 
simplified Methontology framework [4], where the construction of axiom, constants and instance are 
omitted. Then, in the second stage, all the concepts and elements that influence the performance of the 
target tracking algorithm are listed. Based on this list, the condition ontology is established by the 
same approach as the result ontology. The work flow of the method is shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1 Work flow of the construction of ontology 

The structure of the ontology of target tracking algorithm is demonstrated in Fig. 2. As we can see, 
it consists of two parts: the data association process and the estimation of target status, respectively, 
which are two major steps of the target tracking algorithm. The algorithm of data association process, 
which filters out measurement from the target, contains two key issues that are the range gate and the 
association matrix calculation. According to the characteristics of different methods, the taxonomies 
of the range gate and association matrix calculation method are made to formulate the data association 
algorithm reasoning. As for the target status estimation, the ontology of the target motion model and 
the status estimation method are constructed, respectively. The motion models are listed as the 
sub-ontology of the target motion model ontology. Moreover, similar with the association matrix 
calculation method, the method to estimate the taxonomies of the status are established based on the 
characteristics of the algorithms. 

The condition ontology is made up of three parts: that is, task contents, node ability and target 
property. There are two types of concepts of the task. One of them is the factors that have 
requirements for performance, including the required tracking accuracy and the number of potential 
targets. The other one is the elements that may have impact on the performance of algorithm, such as 
task environment and task time. As for the node ability, it has three concepts. The sensor type 
specifies the characteristics of target measurement of the node, and the data processing ability and the 
energy-level indicating resources which the node could provide to the algorithm. The target property 
provides the real-time information of the target, so that the node could select the most suitable 
algorithm accordingly. As we can see, it consists of location, velocity, maneuver type and current 
tracking error. The location represents the current estimated target location in space. The velocity has 
three attributes, which are the maximum velocity, the minimum velocity and the current velocity. As 
for the maneuver type, in the work, the targets whose maximum acceleration is larger than the 
gravitational acceleration are classified as high mobility target, such as battle plane and vehicle. And 
the targets whose maximum acceleration is less than the gravitational acceleration are classified as 
low mobility target, including ships and airliner. The tracking error represents the current error of 
target status estimation. 
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Fig. 2 The Structure of result ontology 
 

 
Fig. 3 The Structure of condition ontology 

It is worth mentioning that the relationship between the condition ontology and result ontology 
with the object property is built, which is the key to establish the reasoning rules. Therefore, the 
relation between the condition ontology and result ontology will be explained in detail when the 
illustration of establishment of the reasoning rules is given.  
2.2 The Establishment of Reasoning Rules  

According to the ontology mentioned above, we can see that there are different kinds of algorithms 
of the target tracking technique. Actually, these algorithms have different performance under different 
task situation. In order to make the best use of these algorithms, a set of reasoning rules is built to 
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make the node select the most appropriate target tracking strategy according to the current task 
situation. Since the target tracking technique contains two major sub-processes, the data association 
and target status estimation, reasoning rules for these two sub-processes are established respectively. 

In data association process, the accuracy mainly relies on the selection of range gate and the 
performance of association matrix calculation method. To start with, the reasoning rules are built for 
the selection of range gate. The rules are built as a function as follows: 

                                           hasRangeGate( , , ).target Node TargetMotionRangeGate S A T                                  (1)                                                                                                                  
Here, Starget is the status of target. ANode and TTargetMotion represent the node ability and target motion, 

respectively. HasRangeGate () stands for the reasoning function, in which the reasoning is performed 
according to the behavior tree built on the basis of the relationship between the range gate ontology 
and task situation ontology. The structure of behavior tree is shown in Fig. 4. As we can see, when the 
target is not steadily tracked, the ring gate will be selected as the most optimized choice. As soon as 
the target is tracked, for the nodes that have radar, the fan gate is much more appropriate because the 
radar has low accuracy in tangential direction. As for the other nodes, they usually utilize the rectangle 
gate or ellipse gate depending on the velocity of the target. 

For the association matrix calculation method, a reasoning function is also constructed, as shown 
in Fig. 5. According to the built behavior tree, the reasoning function of association matrix calculation 
method is designed as below: 

                                           
hasAssociationMethod( , ).Association Target TaskMethod N E                                     (2) 

Here, Ntarget refers the number of the potential targets. ETask denotes the environment of task. 
HasAssociationMethod() stands for the reasoning function. And the reasoning process in this function 
is given by a behavior tree which is demonstrated in Fig. 5.  As it shows, if it indicates that there may 
be more than one target in the task area, then the joint probabilistic association method will be applied. 
And if the task is for single target tracking, then the node needs to choose method according to the 
task environment [8]. To be specific, for the environment where weather is sunny and visibility is 
good, the nearest neighbor method will be the most appropriate, since this method is very simple and 
could save a lot of energy for the node. And when the weather is foggy or rainy, then the probabilistic 
method will be applied, because this method has strong robustness to the noise. It is worth mentioning 
that, for the multiple-target task, the joint probabilistic method has good performance, but this method 
has high computational complexity as well, which is too energy-consuming for the node in WSNs [9]. 
The above two reasoning rules are built for the data association process. According to these two rules, 
the node can automatically select the appropriate data association method, which provides the data 
foundation for accurate target tracking. 

 
Fig. 4 The structure of behavior tree for range gate reasoning 
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Fig. 5 The structure of behavior tree for the association matrix calculation method reasoning 

The estimation of target status is the most critical process in target tracking. And the target motion 
model and the target estimation methods are two major factors that affect the accuracy of the 
estimated target status. Therefore two reasoning rules are designed for the selection of motion model 
and status estimation method [10]-[12]. To find the most appropriate target motion model, a function 
is built, which outputs the selected target motion model according to the target status, as follows: 

                                 hasMotionModel( , ).Target TargetMobilityModel A S                                        (3) 
Here, ATarget stands for the acceleration of target, which is a data attribute of target acceleration 

ontology. STargetMobility denotes the status of target mobility, namely maneuvering or in steady 
movement. Has MotionModel() represents the reasoning function. This function is formulated based 
on the reasoning function. The motion model is selected according to a behavior tree designed based 
on the relationship between the motion model and input ontology, which is shown in Fig.6.  As we can 
see, the selection of target motion model is based on the acceleration and the mobility status of the 
target. For the steadily moving target, the CV motion model is applied. And when the target has 
maneuver and the acceleration of the target is larger than the gravity acceleration which equals to 
9.8m/s2, then the “Current Time” motion model will be used. And for the maneuvering target whose 
acceleration is less than 9.8m/s2, the CA motion model will be applied [10]. 

 
Fig. 6 The structure of behavior tree for motion model reasoning 

The method of target status estimation outputs the estimated target current status and the predicted 
target future status, which has direct impact on the final target tracking. Similar to previous steps, a 
function of the reasoning is built as below: 

                                                   hasMotionModel( , ).Target TargetMobilityModel A S                                             (3) 
Here, Node refers to the ontology of node ability. STargetMobility denotes the status of target mobility. 

Has TrackingMethod() denotes the reasoning function. In this function, the reasoning process is 
performed on the basis of a behavior tree, which is shown in Fig. 7. According to this behavior tree, 
node would select kalman filter for the target whose acceleration is less than the gravity acceleration 
[13]-[15]. And when the acceleration of the target is larger than the gravity acceleration, selection of 
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the target status estimation method depends on the computation ability of node. For the node that has 
high-performance computation device, such as FPGA or DSP, the particle filter will be applied. If the 
node doesn’t have enough computation power, then the extended kalman filter is going to be utilized.  

3. Example of Target Tracking Algorithms Reasoning on WSN 

To illustrate the feasibility of the method, an example of high-mobility air target tracking is 
introduced. There are two types of nodes deployed in the network. The first type is airborne node that 
is equipped with radar, FPGA, and fuel tank. The second type is unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) 
based nodes that have CCD camera, laser ranging devices, and ARM.  Before the reasoning of the 
tracking algorithms, the instance of the condition ontology was built for this task, which is shown in 
Fig.8. As we can see, the definition of the attributives of instance is given by linking them with the 
dashed line. With the aid of these attributives, detailed information of the task situation can be 
collected. In the instance given, some of the information was defined before the task started, including 
task contents, ability of the airborne node and ground node. In this task, the weather condition is 
sunny to rainy, which leads to the visibility ranging from high to low. As for other information of  the 
instance can only be given when the target is detected, such as the velocity of the target, the location of 
target and the tracking error of target. 

 
Fig. 7 The structure of behavior tree for target status estimation method reasoning 

For the high-mobility air target tracking, tracking algorithms should vary according to different 
situations. Therefore, the reasoning result of two type’s nodes will be demonstrated under three 
typical situations: that is, target moves steadily and is not tracked under good weather condition, 
target moves steadily and is being tracked under bad weather condition, and target maneuvers fiercely 
and is being tracked under bad weather condition. 
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Fig. 8 The instance of condition ontology for high-mobility air target tracking 

1) Situation: Starge= Not Tracked, TTargetMotion = high mobility, ETask= Sunny, ATarget=0.  The reasoning 
result for airborne node is as follows: 
1. Ring Gate = hasRangeGate(Starget, AAirborneNode, TTargetMotion) 
2. NNM = hasAssociationMethod(Single, Sunny) 
3. CV Motion Model = hasMotionModel(0,high-mobility) 
4. Kalman Filter = hasTrackingMethod(AAirborneNode, No) 
 
And the result of the reasoning for the ground node is shown below: 
1. Ring-Gate = hasRangeGate(Starget, AGroundNode, TTargetMotion) 
2. NNM = hasAssociationMethod(Single, Sunny) 
3. CV Motion Model = hasMotionModel(0,high-mobility) 
4. Kalman Filter = hasTrackingMethod(AAirborneNode, No) 
2) Situation: Starget= Being Tracked, TTargetMotion = high mobility, ETask= Rainy, ATarget=0. The 
reasoning result for airborne node is as follows: 
1. Fan-Gate = hasRangeGate(Starget, AAirborneNode, TTargetMotion) 
2. JPM = hasAssociationMethod(Single, Rainy) 
3. CV Motion Model = hasMotionModel(0,high-mobility) 
4. Kalman Filter = hasTrackingMethod(AAirborneNode, No) 
And the result of reasoning for the ground node is shown below: 
1. Rect-Gate = hasRangeGate(Starget, AAirborneNode, TTargetMotion) 
2. JPM = hasAssociationMethod(Single, Rainy) 
3. “CurrentTime”Time = hasMotionModel(ATarget, high-mobility) 
4. Extended Kalman Filter = hasTrackingMethod(AAirborneNode, Yes) 
3) Situation: Starget= Being Tracked, TTargetMotion = high mobility, ETask= Rainy, ATarget>9.8m/s2.  The 
reasoning result for airborne node is as follows: 
1. Ellipse-Gate = hasRangeGate(Starget, AGroundNode, TTargetMotion) 
2. JPM = hasAssociationMethod(Single, Rainy) 
3. CV Motion Model = hasMotionModel(0,high-mobility) 
4. Kalman Filter = hasTrackingMethod(AAirborneNode, No) 
And the result for the ground node is shown below: 
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1. Fan Gate = hasRangeGate(Starget, AAirborneNode, TTargetMotion) 
2. JPM = hasAssociationMethod(Single, Rainy) 
3. “CurrentTime”Time = hasMotionModel(ATarget, high-mobility) 
4. Particle Filter = hasTrackingMethod(AAirborneNode, Yes) 

According to the above result, it reveals that for the first situation, which is typical in the beginning 
of the task tracking, the airborne node and the ground node applied the same target tracking 
algorithms. And when the weather condition turns bad, both the airborne nodes changed their tracking 
strategy to alleviate the negative effect brought by the weather on the target tracking. And in the last 
situation, the target tried to get rid of the tracking by fierce maneuvering. Then the airborne nodes and 
ground nodes automatically utilize different tracking algorithms according to the node ability to make 
sure the accurate target tracking can be achieved. 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

In this paper, a novel method for target tracking algorithms reasoning for WSNs is proposed. This 
method could make the nodes in WSNs automatically select the most appropriate algorithms 
according to task situation, the ability of the node and target status, which will benefit the final 
accuracy of target tracking. The example of high-mobility air target tracking demonstrates the 
feasibility of the method, where two types of the nodes could perform the intelligent selection of the 
target tracking algorithms. The proposed method provides a solution to the intelligent application of 
WSNs on target tracking.  
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